The following document is the license for SimpleUtil, by Conner Vieira/V0LT.

Section 1: What you can do.
1A You can…
As long as…
1A

Create content in the form of webpages,
podcasts, videos, ebooks, etc.
containing SimpleUtil programs.

You place credits to V0LT in a very clear and
prominent place, in the following form:
Program(s) used: {program name} from
SimpleUtil, by V0LT (https://cvprogramming.tk/
simpleutil.html)
Simply change “{program name}” to the name/
names of SimpleUtil programs you show in your
content.

1B

Use SimpleUtil tools to assist in creation
of other content without giving credit.

Nothing directly from a SimpleUtil program is
used in the content/product you publish.

(For example, using PowerUser to
customize your computer to speed up
image rendering, or using FFMPEGen to
create an encoding command to use on
a video before it is uploaded).

(For example, you can’t publish a list of
passwords generated with SGen, or and image
of a SimpleUtil program, without giving credit as
show in 1A).

1C

Install SimpleUtil programs on your
MacOS system in any way you like.

No one other than yourself is aﬀected by the
install, and other users of the system have
acknowledged and accept that you are installing
the programs.

1D

Create programs that integrate with
SimpleUtil programs to enhance a user’s
experience.

The programs aren’t designed maliciously, and
full credit is given to V0LT (See 1A). V0LT
reserves the right to have any programs that
associate with SimpleUtil taken down or deleted.

Section 2: What you can’t do.
You can’t…
Even if…

Instead…

2A

Distribute SimpleUtil programs in any
form.

You give credit to V0LT.

Provide a link to the
download page on
V0LT’s website (https://
cvprogramming.tk/
simpleutil.html).

2B

Decompile, rework, or otherwise
expose the code behind any SimpleUtil
program.

You do not publish it.

Ask V0LT
(cvieira@cvprogrammin
g.tk) if you have any
questions about the
code behind the
software.

2C

Say, imply, or claim that you’ve
contributed to or created any of the
software or content within SimpleUtil.

It is not in a publicly
viewable form.

Provide clear credit to
V0LT in any statements
or content you
distribute (See 1A).

2D

Download and publish, share, or
distribute the SimpleUtil webpage from
either https://cvprogramming.tk or
https://v0lt.itch.io.

The page is unmodified
and credit is given.

Provide a link to the
webpage at https://
cvprogramming.tk/
simpleutil.html.

Section 2: What we reserve the right to do.
We reserve the right However, we will…
to…
3A

Have any content in any form removed and/ Accept appeals if you believe the request
or deleted that is associated with SimpleUtil. was unwarranted. This doesn’t guarantee
the content removal will be revoked.

3B

Place any content directly or indirectly
aﬀected by a SimpleUtil program anywhere
on the V0LT site, or other V0LT controlled
accounts.

Give the creator of the content credit, and
they can request to get it removed if they
wish.

3C

Ban any user or group of users from using
SimpleUtil programs, and from publishing
any content aﬀected directly or indirectly by
SimpleUtil programs.

Accept appeals if you believe the request
was unwarranted. This doesn’t guarantee
the usage ban will be revoked.

3D

Change this license without notice.

Grant a pardon if a user understandably
misses a license change, and fails to follow
a newly created or adjusted term.

